Abstract, This article, taking at its starting point the work of Pier Paolo Pasolini, tackles the aesthetic of the working class as an objet d'art: how is the aesthetic sense of those who do not belong to the working class, but claim a political interest in its destiny, engaged by the outward appearance of the working class? And, more specifically, has there been a shift from a sense of aesthetic appreciation to what this author perceives as revulsion towards Western working classes? Has our aesthetic gaze wandered off, in search of more distant objects? It is not our goal to answer these questions by means of a quantitative or qualitative sociological analysis, and to this extent, the answers have to be taken as given. The article argues that there is a displacement of our gaze towards the working classes in the developing world, resulting in yet another form of consumption (the campaigns for fair trade would not be so successful without the picture-perfect À and picture-perfect because so completely desolate and objectively poor À sweatshops and small children in the fields). This displacement is not at all innocent. The article will propose that there are legal consequences À by using, and subverting, Luhmann's remark on legal taste; political consequences, where displacement means invisibility and lack of voice; and social consequences, mirroring Pasolini's horror at the cultural genocide, and now looking at the desolate spaces it has left behind.
INTRODUCTION
I miss the real, poor people who fought to get rid of the master, without wanting to become that master. Because they were excluded from everything, nobody had colonised them.
aspects of what he saw as the co-option of the sub-proletariat and the working class to bourgeois values, through consumerism and the developments of late capitalism.
It is important to state as a way of introduction what this article will not do: it is not this author's intention to engage with the issue of the supposed lack of an aesthetic sensibility in the working class, which is central to the topic of taste, and bourgeois taste in particular, in Pierre Bourdieu's masterful study. 4 Equally, the article does not wish to discuss the related issue of cultural production in the context of agency, that is, the capacity of the working class of an independent cultural production, central to the writings of Gy€ orgy Luk acs. 5 This lack of engagement with agency does not intend to do away with the intensely political approach Pasolini had towards the role of the sub-proletariat in the first instance and the other in general, about which more will be said in the concluding section.
The article intends to focus on the aesthetic of the working class as an objet d'art: how is the aesthetic sense of those who do not belong to the working class, but claim a political interest in its destiny, engaged by the outward appearance of the working class? And, more specifically, has there been a shift from a sense of aesthetic appreciation 6 to what this author perceives as revulsion towards Western working classes? Has our aesthetic gaze wandered off, in search of more distant objects? It is not our goal to answer these questions by means of a quantitative or qualitative sociological analysis, and to this extent, the answers have to be taken as given. The article argues that there is a displacement of our gaze towards the working classes in the developing world, resulting in yet another form of consumption (the campaigns for fair trade would not be so successful without the picture-perfect À and picture-perfect because so completely desolate and objectively poor À sweatshops and small children in the fields). This displacement is not at all innocent. 7 The article will propose that there are legal consequences À by using, and subverting, Luhmann's remark on legal taste; political consequences, where displacement means invisibility and lack of voice; and social consequences, mirroring Pasolini's horror at the cultural genocide, and now looking at the desolate spaces it has left behind.
PASOLINI'S WORLD
Death is not being unable to communicate, but not being understood anymore. 8 Pasolini's political thought was influenced by the intellectual production of the Frankfurt School; 9 what makes his late writing interesting, and worth revisiting almost 40 years after his death, 10 is his role as a caring and engaged witness of the accelerated changes brought about by late capitalism in Italy, a country that had preserved pre-modern structures and cultures until the early 1960s. His engagement with the underclass, his love for them, remains a rare event in the hopelessly elitist Italian cultural landscape, and contributed to his sense of isolation even within the Left. 11 Pasolini's critique of the consequences of consumerism on the Italian under-and working class is developed through the prism of aesthetics. In his Lutheran Letters, 12 he defended his aesthetic choice in the following terms:
My aestheticism is indivisible from my culture. Why deprive my culture of one of its elements even if it is spurious and perhaps even superfluous? It completes a whole. I have no scruples about saying so, because in these last few years I have become convinced that poverty and backwardness are not by any means the worst ill. [. . .] The point is this: my culture (with its aestheticism) makes me adopt a critical attitude towards modern 'things' understood as linguistic signs.
In his poem on the students' battle against the police at the Valle Giulia School of Architecture in Rome, Pasolini criticized the students for attacking the policemen, who belonged to the lower working class; 13 in the heated debate that followed the publication of the poem, Pasolini said:
I do not care if my poem is misunderstood [. . .] in my poem, I say: you students are spoiled brats, and I hate you as I hate your fathers. Why do I say this? Until my generation, young working class people considered the bourgeoisie as an object, a separate world. We could observe the bourgeoisie objectively with the outlook of the one who is different: worker or peasant. For young people today, it is very difficult to look at the bourgeoisie as a different class. Why? Because the bourgeoisie is winning by co-opting workers and peasants. In short, through neo-capitalism, the bourgeoisie is becoming the whole society, coinciding with the history of the world.
This was the political background of his aesthetic judgment. Pasolini's criticism of the students playing the revolution game, pretending to be working class, mirrored his criticism of working class young people pretending to be bourgeois students, adopting the tastes and fashions and pretentions of the bourgeoisie. But the two phenomena are not comparable: students are leaving behind the privileged position to which they will return, working class youth are temporarily escaping their own situation of disadvantage to which they will be inevitably pushed back, because the terrain on which tastes and choices are made will shift under their feet.
Pasolini claimed his right to adopt aesthetics as the privileged viewpoint in his critique. However, one cannot avoid the unpleasant coincidence between his judgment and the revulsion that the dominant class normally feels towards proletarian and underclass attitudes and behaviors. His disdain towards the students, borne out of the recognition of their role as representatives of the ruling classes playing at the revolution, is accompanied by his criticism of the working classes' adoption of middle class tastes and fashions. It is this second argument that opens itself up to criticism: is it right to chastise the working class for internalizing certain behaviors and tastes, when they are not in control of this process, but victims of it?
14 The criticism that can be moved to Pasolini, of having an aesthetic appreciation of the working class only if it responds to certain criteria that have a sensual, and not only political appeal, can be repeated, mutatis mutandis, for the modern disquiet that we have in recognizing the working class as an object worthy of attention and aesthetic admiration. Pasolini used aestheticism instrumentally to uncover, through an analysis of hair styles, fashions, sexual behavior and lifestyle choices, the new power structures. 15 We will see in the next section how Pasolini positioned himself as one of the bourgeois witnesses, yet his aesthetic rejection remains problematic, if the representatives of the culture he rejected suffered from the same conditions of powerlessness and subjection as before, only with more disposable goods. 16 How fruitful is it to criticize the external manifestations of an objectively subaltern position? Is it only aesthetics, or is it the disillusionment with a working class that did not fulfill its role (did not come to ideological maturity, as Luk acs would put it) and was co-opted by bourgeois values?
THE CULTURAL GENOCIDE
The light / of the future never ceases to wound us / for a moment.
17
The previous section closed with an attempt to establish a link between the disquiet at Pasolini's dispassionate criticism expressed in aesthetic terms and our own averting the gaze from the modern working classes. Pasolini Pasolini's position with respect to the embourgeoisement of the working class is understandable, insofar as the working class had been co-opted, whatever value one attributes to its cultural production, and consumerism had created a new individual. Pasolini's position on the existence of an independent proletarian culture opens itself to charges of false-authenticity and populism or inverted ethnocentrism, as Bourdieu put it. 20 However, his closeness to the young Roman underclass (sottoproletariato), not completely unrelated to a homosexuality lived at the margins of society, 21 provided him with insights on how the underclass viewed itself. In his words:
The culture of the lower classes (almost) no longer exists; there exists only an economy of the lower classes [. . .] the atrocious unhappiness or criminal aggressiveness of the proletarian and subproletarian youth derives precisely from the mismatch between culture and economic conditions À from the impossibility of attaining (except by imitating them) [emphasis added] middle-class cultural models because of the persistent poverty which is masked by an illusory improvement in the standard of living.
22
The destruction of working class culture, the cultural genocide, resulted in a lack of dialectic between independent cultural forms, which in turn allowed the dominant class to colonize the imagination of the dominated class and to impose a model. But that model was a fake one, and by adopting it the dominated class made itself instantly recognizable as dominated, because incapable of attaining the real article. Adorno's writings on style and the role of the cultural industry provide an illuminating parallel:
Having ceased to be anything but style, it [the culture industry] reveals [style]'s secret: obedience to social hierarchy. Today aesthetic barbarity completes what has threatened the creations of the spirit since they were gathered together as culture and neutralized. To speak of culture was always contrary to culture. Culture as a common denominator already contains in embryo that schematization and process of cataloguing and classification which bring culture within the sphere of administration. And it is precisely the industrialized, the consequent subsumption which entirely accords with this notion of culture.
23
This lack of tension, which reflects a cultural void, can be read into the lack of class tension/struggle, and again is apparent in the aesthetics of the class, as interpreted through its behavioral patterns and gestures. If the worker had in his hands the instruments of work, those could also be the instruments of revolution and, as Pasolini wrote in his last, unfinished novel Petrolio:
it is the whole of reality that À while being derided À is reaccepted. Reality cannot be divided into a conformist society, following the evolution of capitalism, and those who oppose it, through class struggle: reality contains and integrates both parts, because reality is not Manichaean, it does not recognize interruption. Derision towards reality manages to reconcile integration, which is necessary for its ordering, and the most radical and revolutionary critique. What it reminds us of is the gesture of the worker, which is together an act organic to the production process, to which he orderly contributes, and a gesture pregnant with revolutionary menace: the ambivalence of this gesture contains the whole of reality. A bourgeois will never be capable of such gesture. But the bourgeois can perceive social reality as 'nothingness' and therefore identify life with the derision of reality. This derision is the equivalent of the worker's gesture: it contains integration, while depriving it of any meaning.
24
Is it a consequence of late capitalism and the loss of power and influence of the working classes that this ambivalence has been lost, and with it the revolutionary power it contained? Instead, to quote Bourdieu, the working class is caught up in an integrative and reproductive struggle 25 in which the stakes are always too high and structurally unattainable: since it will never be possible to afford the aesthetics of the bourgeoisie, to own it, the end result is an inevitable condition of aesthetic alienation, which mirrors economic alienation. The interplay between the mimesis of the working class, imitating the bourgeois models, and the judgmental aesthetic gaze with which its attempts are observed masks the structural power struggles (or lack thereof). Pasolini's analysis is right in this respect, the working class has been coopted, consumerism has created a new individual; Bourdieu's surveys seem to reflect a reality that was already being dissolved, with the poor restraining from buying and consuming what they could not afford in the first place (Bourdieu remarks several times about the amor fati of the dominated); Pasolini already saw beyond that, the inane desire of acquisition that has come to define our times, 26 and where restraint, paradoxically, becomes another form of conspicuous consumption (where, to make an obvious example, being thin is a sign of affluence and being overweight a sign of poverty). Whatever value one attributes to cultural production, the gap remains and it is a structural economic gap that takes an aesthetic form, that is visible aesthetically and not economically anymore, or better, that need not be defined economically because it is aesthetically visible. Pasolini reminds us that "when the exploiters (by means of the exploited) produce goods, in reality they produce human beings (social relations)" and that these social relations, as created by consumerism, "are not subject to modification." 27 The fixity of this relationship results in the lack of alterity lamented by Pasolini, to which we now turn.
ALTERITY AND DIALECTICS
Between these two worlds, the truce, in which we are/not. In his Lutheran Letters, Pasolini commented on the lack of alterity that is a consequence of the disappearance of the working class as a cultural and political subject. In describing the city of Bologna, which was at the time under a communist administration, Pasolini said:
What an Italian city has become, for good or ill, is here accepted, assimilated, and codified. In being both a developed and communist city, [Bologna] is not only a city where there is no alternative, but also a city where there is no alterity.
29
The new exemplar of consumer/human being is forced to live: "in a state of what one might call weightlessness: a state which allows them to accord to consumption and the satisfaction of its hedonistic demands the privilege of being the only possible existential act." 30 The similarities with Zi zek's criticism of "frictionless capitalism" are obvious;
31 it is undoubtedly the lack of alterity, and therefore the lack of dialectics, that has to be picked up as the problematic element, from the point of view of class definition and struggle. Pasolini referred to this in the following terms: 
32
With this, we have travelled quite beyond reflections on aesthetics and cultural production, and close to issues of political agency of the working class and the possibility of a dialectical synthesis. Pasolini himself, as we shall see, was quite skeptical about the feasibility of a dialectical overcoming of this opposition, at least in the post-genocide era he argued we had entered (in the "After-History" he mentioned in the poem quoted in the penultimate section). In this regard, the displacement of his aesthetic gaze to the Third World can be read as an attempt to salvage the possibility of resistance against capitalist colonization. In the next section, we will refocus our attention on aesthetics as it was framed in the introduction, opening with a small disclaimer.
PURE GAZE AND FUNCTIONAL GAZE: REFLEXIVE AESTHETICS
Stupendous and miserable city [. . .].
33
It might seem a minor point, in this conjuncture, to argue for the need for an aesthetics of the working class as the problematic absence in modern day discussions on class. In order to justify its relevance, it is necessary to take a step back, or better, sideways, to consider how aesthetics can help in unfolding, or overcoming, the fissure between form and function that, we argued, could be at the basis of the current aesthetic revulsion towards the Western working classes. In his book on taste, Bourdieu outlined the distinction between the pure gaze of the bourgeoisie and the functional gaze of the working class; what distinguished the two was the primacy of form over function for the first and of function over form for the second; this categorization was always to be taken in relation of a third, the object as artistic object. As Bourdieu noted:
It must never be forgotten that the working class "aesthetic" is a dominated "aesthetic," which is constantly obliged to define itself in terms of the dominant aesthetics. The members of the working class, who can neither ignore high-art aesthetic, which denounces their own "aesthetic," nor abandon their socially conditioned inclinations, but still less proclaim them and legitimate them, often experience their relationship to the aesthetic norms in a twofold and contradictory way.
the social function of aesthetics in Kant in creating a community of shared feelings, a sort of "intimate Gemeinshaft"; 37 amongst other considerations, the ease of transfer between this aesthetic community of feelings and a sense of shared morality is not to be dismissed, if only formally. It is against this disinterested appreciation that Marx juxtaposes his telic use of aesthetic judgment; Eagleton goes as far as to claim that Marx adopts an anti-aesthetic aesthetics, in the sense of an aesthetic that eschews all pretentions of disinterestedness and grounds aesthetic appreciation in the utility of the objects (so in their function).
38
The dichotomy between form and function brings us back to agency. The aesthetic appreciation for the working class cannot easily be divorced from an almost messianic faith in its redemptive historical role; its function in bringing about revolutionary change cloaked it in formal beauty. Pasolini mercilessly pierces the veil and exposes the hypocrisy of an intellectual class lost in an "aesthetic fog" that ultimately divided the deserving from the undeserving poor on the basis of their ethics of work as an agent for change. The main character in Accattone exemplifies this disdain towards "work" that horrified the orthodox left. 39 Pasolini's reminder that, in the name of the dialectic of struggle, we ought to preserve subaltern cultures invites us not to avert the gaze from a working class that has disappointed our expectations of its redemptive function and therefore "uglified itself. between people. Company, association, conversation, which in its turn has society as its goal, is enough for them. The brotherhood of man is not a hollow phrase, it is a reality, and the nobility of man shines forth upon us from their work-worn figures. 43 But, truth to be told, Pasolini's aesthetic journey from the Roman underclass to the Indian poor seems to exemplify the same aesthetic revulsion that was mentioned at the beginning; in order to rescue Pasolini's position from this criticism we have to consider its political meaning. 44 But before that, a brief digression into the role of aesthetics in law is in order, as a reminder of the uphill battle against aesthetic inertia.
LEGAL TASTE AND AESTHETIC JUDGMENT
in the waste of the world, a new/world is born: new laws are born/ where there is no law left.
45
The relationship between law and aesthetics has been explored before and would take us beyond the scope of this article. 46 It is, frustratingly, both incredibly narrow and focused in scope, and vague and fluctuating in meaning, so that any attempt to employ this relationship fruitfully runs the risk of dissolving into generalities or collapsing into self-referentiality. This has partially to do with what one intends for aesthetics. For our purpose, it is neither a generic reference to the perception of the world through the senses (as opposed to intellectual or moral cognition), nor an instrument for evaluating law as an artifact in its formal aspects. Instead, law itself is seen here to provide a sense of measure, as mediating between ourselves and the world in a way that is particular and specific to it. To this effect, a crucial distinction is necessary as to the terms of this relationship along functional lines, or, differently put, what acts on what. Much has been said on law's aesthetic quality, both as literature and as image. 47 This is evident from the very first legislative artifacts produced, which display both a sophisticated use of imagery and iconography and an aesthetic use of the law as signifier of the ideal society. 48 In this sense, law is the passive object of aesthetic observation and the active producer of aesthetic markers that confer upon it a certain image and linguistic identity. The aesthetics of authority, well recognizable in our own representation of "the Law" (including in its performative function), combines with the aesthetics of reason that legal language wishes to convey. Here there is both overlap (architectural and artistic symmetry in our traditional representation of the law and linguistic symmetry in proportionality and balance as archetypical legal metaphors) and slippage (from aesthetics to reason, where the beautiful and the just seep into each other). 49 In this relationship, where aesthetics acts upon law, aesthetics helps to naturalize law and therefore contributes to overcome the wellknown legal paradox of a self-sustaining system without foundation (where the classical foundations of many legal buildings obscure the foundationless structure of the Not all are willing participants in this process of internalization, through aesthetics, of morality and law. At the borders, as reminders, as excess, as excluded, there remains a whole lot of humanity. And law can also use aesthetics, and more specifically, aesthetic judgment, when adjudicating upon their misdeeds. We have already mentioned proportionality as a way in which the law adjudicates and apportions rights and restrictions on rights. The very language of the law employs a characteristic anti-aesthetic aesthetics of neutrality that is highly discriminating. We as observers can assess the aesthetic, artistic, and ultimately political value of such a stark choice of style before substance. But the law itself employs aesthetic judgment when it observes its environment. This is more obvious where at stake there are matters where aesthetic judgment is intrinsically part of the legal judgment À planning law, 52 or obscenity law 53 À but more interestingly, when this is not the case. In his Law as a Social System, Niklas Luhmann only too briefly referred to legal taste in the context of human rights, in the following terms:
It may appear cynical today, but if one considers Kant's theory and his critique of sound judgement in the context of his three critiques, one could also appeal to the effectiveness of sound judgement in relation to "legal taste," in order to make it clear that this is neither a merely cognitive issue nor one of the application of practical postulates in the form of moral law. 54 The implications of aesthetic discourse for the rights of the working class, and their diminishing value (and we refer here to labor rights, including the right to strike, for example) are here self-evident; Luhmann's comment seems to point in that direction, albeit indirectly and indeed in a positive way. If an educated legal taste allows us to recognize the evidence of human rights violations (as Luhmann put it: "In view of all sorts of horrific scenes, no further discussion is necessary"), one could argue that conversely, an uneducated legal taste could blind us, and the law, to human rights violations when these do not conform to certain aesthetic criteria. It is essential to note the presence of this blind spot, this aesthetic inertia I referred to earlier, as it is thanks to this that aesthetic judgment predetermines and undermines legal judgment.
If the connection is made between legal taste and aesthetic judgment, then a negative aesthetic judgment could prevent the recognition of violations of rights that are already routinely dismissed as unnecessary, such as labor rights and economic rights. There is an overlap here between the aesthetics of suffering and the aesthetics of legal judgment; additionally, and at a higher level of generalization, it
ASTERITI WORKING CLASS AESTHETICS RECONSIDERED
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can be argued that aesthetics is the way in which the legal order looks at the world, indeed the only way. As Eagleton noted:
That "lawfulness without law" which Kant will identify in the aesthetic is first of all a question of the social Lebenswelt, which seems to work with all the rigorous encodement of a rational law but where such law is never quite abstractable from the sensuously particular conduct which instantiates it. The bourgeoisie has won certain historic victories within the political state; but the problem with such conflicts is that, in rendering the Law perceptible as a discourse, they threaten to denaturalize it. Once the Law is objectified by political struggle, it becomes itself an object of contestation. Legal, political and economic transformations must therefore be translated into new kinds of spontaneous social practice, which in a kind of creative repression or amnesia can afford to forget the very laws they obey. Structures of power must become structures of feeling and the name for this mediation from property to propriety is the aesthetic.
55
The crucial point to be noted here is in the reflexive character of the aesthetic moment, whereby it is through aesthetic cognition 56 that we apprehend the world and its power structures, including its legal order (in hegemonic manner, in Gramscian terms), but equally, the legal order distinguishes and categorizes according to aesthetic criteria. And with this we come back to Pasolini, who had the distinction of being the most prosecuted artist in Italy, with more than 30 trials to his name for obscenity and contempt of religion. These trials, which involved testimony from some of the most important Italian intellectuals of the time, can be seen both as a form of political trial that uses aesthetic judgment (it is his worth as an artist that is put on trial amongst other things) and as in itself a form of artistic performance by Pasolini; in the trial for his movie La Ricotta, two of his poems were quoted by the defense counsel to clarify his position with respect to the Catholic Church: so poetic language becomes court evidence.
MIMESIS AND POLITICS
The problem of the destruction of the class that is governed, seen as the elimination of a dialectical and therefore threatening alterity, is a problem that concerns the majority. 57 We have come to the point where the screen of aesthetic distancing is working against any attempt of political action. 58 Pasolini himself claimed his aesthetic choice, as we have seen, and yet at the same time overcame its alienating risks by, in a Hegelian move, dialectically engaging with the object/subject he was observing. 59 This being within the subject and outside of it he would have claimed as the position of the true intellectual, if the possibility of political alterity was to remain real. In his collection of essays Heretical Empiricism, Pasolini wrote:
The most detestable and intolerable thing, even in the most innocent of bourgeois, is the inability to acknowledge experiences of life that are different from their own, which means conceiving all other experiences as substantially analogous to their own. [. . .] These bourgeois writers, no matter how virtuous and dignified, who cannot recognize the extreme psychological difference of another human being from their own, take the first step towards forms of discrimination that are essentially racist; in this sense they are not free, but they belong deterministically to their own class: fundamentally, there is no difference between them and a head of the police or an executioner in a concentration camp. 60 Vighi noted the overlap between Pasolini's total mimesis with the excluded and Zi zek's comment on the political force contained in the act of "identifying universality with the point of exclusion." 61 Pasolini himself elaborated on the dangers of eschewing this mimesis, again in his Lutheran Letters:
There are intellectuals, engaged intellectuals, who consider it their own and other people's duty to make known to lovable people, who do not know it, that they have rights; 62 to incite lovable people not to renounce rights they know they possess; to compel everyone to feel the historical impulse to fight for the rights of others; and finally, to consider it to be incontrovertible and absolute, as between exploiters and exploited, that the exploited are the unhappy ones.
[. , that is to say, in the best of cases, democratization in the bourgeois sense. The tragedy of the extremists consists therefore in turning a struggle, which they define verbally as MarxistÀLeninist and revolutionary, into a regressive civil war as old as the bourgeoisie and essential to their very existence. The attainment of one's own rights merely promotes the person who gains them to the rank of the bourgeoisie. 63 Pasolini's insistence on the universality of the excluded and the necessity of identification with their reality 64 neatly mirrors his revulsion with this "upwardly mobile"
identification with the included that the intellectuals, even innocently, propose as the solution. 65 In this context, our criticism of aesthetic revulsion Pasolini felt for a coopted working class loses some of its force, because it fails to recognize a "tipping point" that Pasolini identified. His identification with the excluded is significant to the extent that he recognized the value of exclusion as the only place where political action became possible; his averting the gaze, from the Roman sub-proletariat to the transnational excluded was first and foremost a political act, in fact, the only political act that defied co-option. 66 The totalizing nature of Pasolini's political choice of refusal 67 encompasses the physical, the sexual, the geographical, and the chronological. His being outside is beautifully expressed in this poem:
I am a force of the past.
Tradition is my only love. The bourgeois Carlo À who was not by any means the most despicable of bourgeois À [. . .], was therefore confronted with this problem: was his inability to love Carmelo at the origin of his inability to love his world, or was his inability to love the popular world preventing him from loving Carmelo?
73
At the basis of this aesthetic judgment there is necessarily a form of distancing. 74 To bridge this aesthetic gap is a political gesture; one either overcomes it in the name of politics or in the name of love. Pasolini's "fundamentalist identification with the constitutional other of the hegemonic bourgeois order" 75 is both a declaration of love and a political act, and consciously so. This "walk to the streets of the poor, where you must be wretched and strong, brothers to the dogs" exemplifies Pasolini's attitude towards the underclass: it is his openness to it, his desire to learn officially killed by a ragazzo di vita (rent boy) on the beach of Ostia, near Rome. 11. His relationship with the orthodox Left in Italy is well known, from his expulsion from the Communist Party in 1949 to the criticisms that followed the publication of his first novel, Ragazzi di vita (1956); the official literary critic of the party accused the book of "lacking an adequate ideological basis" and him of "choosing the Roman lumpenproletariat as its topic as an excuse, while the real focus is his morbid taste for everything dirty, abject, disjointed and dark"; Pasolini, "Una disperata vitalit a," XCV. 12. Pasolini, "Our Impotence in the Face of the Pedagogic Language of Things," in Lutheran Letters, trans. Stuart Hood (New York, NY: Carcanet, 1987), 32. 13. When yesterday, at Valle Giulia, you fought/ with the police/ I was rooting for the police!/ Because they come from poor families./ They come from poor dwellings, in the country or in the city./ They are twenty years old/ your age, my dears./ And so yesterday, at Valle Giulia/ we had an episode of class struggle:/ and you, my friends (even if on the right side)/ were the rich/ and the police (who were on the wrong side)/ were the poor. 14. "What the relation to 'mass' (and a fortiori 'elite') cultural products reproduces, reactivates and reinforces is not the monotony of the production line or office but the social relation which underlies working-class experience of the world, whereby his labour and the product of his labour [. . .] present themselves to the worker as [. . .] 'alienated' labour. Dispossession is never more totally misrecognized, and therefore tacitly recognized, than when, with the progress of automation, economic dispossession is combined with the cultural dispossession which provides the best apparent justification for economic dispossession"; Bourdieu, 833. 18. And in his "unflinching declaration of love," as he put it, for the excluded Roman underclass before its co-option and resulting cultural genocide; and yet he also had to move farther away in order to find an object for his love. obtain of the working-class world by putting himself provisionally and deliberately into the workingclass condition, and it may become less and less improbable if, as is beginning to happen, an increasing number of individuals are thrown into the working-class condition without having the habitus that is the product of the conditionings 'normally' imposed on those who are condemned to this condition. Populism is never anything than inverted ethnocentrism, and if descriptions of the industrial working class and the peasantry almost always vacillate between miserabilism and millenarian exaltation, this is because they leave out the relation to class condition which is part of the complete definition of that condition, and because it is less easy to state the actual relation to the condition one is describing (without necessarily being able to feel it) than to put one's own relation to it into a description À if only because this spurious identification and the indignation it inspires have all the appearances of legitimacy to support them"; Bourdieu, Distinction, 373; "Those who believe in the existence of a 'popular culture,' a paradoxical notion which imposes [. which the dominated classes allow to be imposed on them when they accept the stakes offered by the dominant classes. It is an integrative struggle and, by virtue of the initial handicaps, a reproductive struggle, since those who enter this chase, in which they are beaten before they start, as the constancy of these gaps testifies, implicitly recognize the legitimacy of the goals pursued by those whom they pursue, by the mere fact of taking part"; Bourdieu, Distinction, 164. here: "One only has to bear in mind that goods are converted into distinctive signs, which may be signs of distinctions but also of vulgarity, as soon as they are perceived rationally, to see that the representation which individuals and groups inevitably project through their practices and properties is an integral part of social reality. A class is defined as much by its being-perceived as by its being, by its consumption À which need not be conspicuous in order to be symbolic À as much as by its position in the relations of production (even if it is true that the latter governs the former)"; Bourdieu, Distinction, 483. 41. Little known outside of Italy, but beloved by Pasolini, who wrote to him and of him that he was "the greatest and most joyous of Italian poets"; "Letter 1925) , the US Supreme Court gave the classic articulation of this view (the subjectivity argument), when it stated: "It is commendable and desirable, but not essential to the public need, that our aesthetic desires be gratified. Moreover, authorities in general agree as to the essentials of a public health program, while the public view as to what is necessary for aesthetic progress greatly varies. Certain Legislatures might consider that it was more important to cultivate a taste for jazz than for Beethoven, for posters than for Rembrandt, and for limericks than for Keats. Successive city councils might never agree as to what the public needs from an aesthetic standpoint, and this fact makes the aesthetic standard impractical as a standard for use restriction upon property. The world would be at continual seesaw if aesthetic considerations were permitted to govern the use of the police power. We are therefore remitted to the proposition that the police power is based upon public necessity, and that the public health, morals, or safety, and not merely aesthetic interest, must be in danger in order to justify its use." A different
